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INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS FOR THE
CORRELATIONS OF PETROLEUM FLUIDS PROPERTIES
1994 OURE
Herman Smith i n
Petroleum Engineering Department
University of Missouri-Rolla
Abstract
Interactive Multimedia Applications for the Correlations of Petroleum Fluids Properties
is a truly interactive and multimedia computer application designed to better
help students taking the class "The Properties of Petroleum Fluids", Petroleum
Engineering 141. This computer program incorporates error and information
voice messages, control over three different computer applications (HyperCard
2.2, Mathcad V3.1, and DeskPaint™ V3.2), three-dimensional multi-coloration,
pop-up graphics, directional buttons, object/label-oriented programming, and
floating palettes. This creates one computer application to calculate petroleum
properties versus the use of multiple, often crowded graphs.
INTRODUCTION
"Multimedia authoring programs are software tools that enable users to "branch"
or link text with video, audio, graphics, animations, or other digital data to create
multimedia presentations or products" [1]. Many computer applications claim to
be interactive and multimedia. These types of programs have existed in the past,
but because the applications use "buttons" does not necessarily make them
interactive and just because the applications exist on computer does not
necessarily make them multimedia. Interactive Multimedia Applications fo r the
Correlations of Petroleum Fluids Properties is a truly interactive and multimedia
application designed to better help students taking the class "The Properties of
Petroleum Fluids", Petroleum Engineering 141. Interactive capabilities allow the
user to fully understand the step-by-step process of inputting information and
receiving back new information from the application as quickly as possible
through the use of user-friendly programming. "They help students think about
thinking" [1]. Interactive Multimedia Applications for the Correlations o f Petroleum
Fluids Properties incorporates error and information voice messages, control over
three different computer applications, three-dimensional multi-coloration, pop
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up graphics, directional buttons, object/label-oriented programming, and
floating palettes.
The computer-generated correlations are for the physical properties of oil, gas,
and formation brine, such as: density, compressibility, viscosity, and formation
volume factor. The need for such an application of calculations exists due to the
petroleum industry's reliance on the use of multiple, often crowded graphs for
the determination of many of these values. Graphical estimation creates three
problems: (i) a student spends a disproportionate amount of time estimating the
correct answer between pre-defined lines, (ii) the incorrect answer ruins the
remaining calculated answers because of its inclusion, and (iii) when faced to
prove the final answer, the student must argue the estimation of a possible
"incorrect" reading. Interactive Multimedia Applications for the Correlations of
Petroleum Fluids Properties allow both the student and the professor the
opportunity to "check" their work with the exact same equations that initially
produced the graphs to be read, with the ease and quickness of the computer
application. This allows the professor to concentrate on teaching and the student
on learning.
DERIVATION OF THE CORRELATIONS
Many of the equations that were used in this application for the oil and gas are
published in Appendix B of The Properties o f Petroleum Fluids, the textbook used
for Petroleum Engineering 141 [2]. While, the empirical correlations for the
relative compressibility of brine, relative formation volume factor of brine, and
relative density of brine were conceived during the formulation of this research
project. All three procedures for the properties of relative compressibility,
relative formation volume factor, and relative density are based on one basic
method of correlating relative values for brine versus pure water, an empirical
ratio.
Method Used to Derive Correlations: Brine
Data for each property is collected, made into relative values, and fit with
appropriate correlating equations for reservoir brine. Keeping pressure and
salinity constant, data is correlated with respect to temperature by second degree
polynomials of the form:
X + Y*T + Z* t 2

Since, X, Y, and Z are functions of salinity and pressure, then for each of the three
properties (Pr):
Pr = X(S,p) + Y(S,p)T + Z(S,p)T2
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(1)

With a fixed salinity (Si) and pressure (p i), X i, Y i, and Z[ can be found.
Varying salinity n times, X i—Xn, Y i—Yn, and Z i—Zn can then be found using
Eq. 1. X i—Xn can be fitted with a polynomial of the form:
Xn = A i + A2S + A3S2
similarly for Y,
Yn = A4 + A5S + A6S2
and for Z,

(2)
(3)

Zn = A7 + AgS + A9S2.

(4)

The combined result for a fixed pressure is now of the form:
Pr = A i + A2S + A3S2 + (A4 + A5S + A6S2)T + (A7 + AgS + A9S2)T2.

(5)

Changing the pressure and repeating Eqs. 2,3 , and 4, new values of X(p2), Y(p2),
and Z(p2) can now be found. Varying pressure m times (m must equal n), X i—
Xm , Y i —Ym , and Z i— Zm can then be found using Eq. 1. Last step, fitting
Xp=i—Xp=m, Yp=i—Yp=m, and Z p=i—Zp=m with a straight line equation of
the form:
D = R + pQ.

(6)

will give the complete equations for the three properties of relative
compressibility, relative formation volume factor, and relative density for brine
versus pure water ratios.
C r = (Ai + A2S + A3S2) - 10-4(A4 + A5 + A6S2)T - 1 0 ^ 7 + AsS + ...
A9S2)T2 + 10-8(Aio + A n S + A i 2S2)t 3(A i 3 + pAi4)
(7)
Bwr = (Al + A2S + A3S2) - (A4 + A5S + A6S2)T - (10-7)T2 + pl.41‘ 10'7 (8)
Pr = (A l + A2S + A3S2 + pA4) - (A5 + A6S + A7S2 + pAs)T + ...
(A9 + A10S )T2

(9)

where S = salinity in weight percent
T = temperature in T
p = pressure in psia.
CREATION OF THE APPLICATION
The creation of the Interactive Multimedia Applications for the Correlations of
Petroleum Fluids Properties is done with the integration of three computer
applications: HyperCard 2.2, Mathcad V3.1, and DeskPaint™ V3.2. These three
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applications are linked together to form a single application that uses each one's
best qualities of user-friendliness, computation, and graphics.
The Ultimate Erector Set; HyperCard 2.2
The com bination of being both interactive and multimedia starts with
HyperCard [3]. This authoring program can be extended to control others by
writing values to files, launching them, and reading back their written values.
HyperCard is a simple authoring program assembled through the use of stacks
of cards or screens, linking buttons and icons to following cards, and the ability
to script a message for each button/icon. Card icons enable you to navigate
within screens. Each card or screen leads to the next by the depression of a
button or icon with the "pointing hand". A button is designated to be a
"rounded" rectangle within the card. Within each card, there exists a number of
options to continue: flipping back and forth to particular screens, showing the
graph specific to the calculation, entering values, receiving information on what
to do next, and calculating the result.
Once the application is opened, the first card is immediately shown with a large
button of "Begin?" printed within it, automatically inferring a button/icon
linking program (Figure. 1.). An "info" button within the top comer of every card
is for informing the user on how to continue with a voice message, 'Touch the
'Begin?' button to continue." A pop-up floating palette, for every card, is for
displaying the option of showing the graph specific to the card. If no graph
exists for that specific card, an error message is voiced, "This card doesn't have a
graph," and no graph is shown.

Figure. 1. "Begin?" Card
When the "Begin?" button is selected by depressing the mouse, a command or
script is sent throughout the stack of cards and the program reacts accordingly,
"On mouseUp, visual effect dissolve fast, go to card id 3678, end mouseUp." This
scripts says: when the mouse is depressed and let go, clear the screen quickly,
show the next card numbered 3678, end of message. After the "Begin?" button is
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touched, a menu of options to calculate petroleum fluids properties is displayed
giving all the choices of the properties that can be calculated (Figure. 2.).

Figure. 2. "More" Card
Within the "More" card, one has a number of decisions to make on which button
will serve best. Depressing the "info" button, again, will explain each of these
buttons or by selecting the "More" button, a new card will appear with even more
choices of different calculations. The "info" button's script, "On mouseUp,
playTitlelnfo, end mouseUp," is a generic command. Within each screen, there
are hidden fields of text in the background of the card that store a file for most of
the buttons used (Figure. 3). HyperCard can take user input into data fields and
control that data or file. Inside of the background field "TitlelnfoSound", exists
the name of a different audio file to be played for each card. When this button is
pressed, the audiotaped "info" message is played.

Figure. 3. Background Card
The background field "ButtonName" gives the title to the "More" button by
having entered the text "More" within it. The background field "Buttonlcon"
decides which type of icon id number to be used within the "More" button. Is the
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arrow up, down, to the right, or the left? can be determined by a different
number each time a new card is drawn.
Picking the "z" button on the "More" card for calculating z-Factors activates the
script, "On mouseUp, go to card id 3867, end mouseUp," yielding Figure. 4.
Selecting the "Psuedocritical" button, the calculation screen for psuedocritical
properties of known compositions arises (Figure. 5.). The ’Psuedocritical" card is
a card for inputting values that can control Mathcad and DeskPaint Two new
buttons "Calculate" and "Calculate Again" arise within the bottom portion of the
card (also, notice that the floating palette "Roam" still pops up with each new
card).

Figure. 5. "Psuedocritical" Card

Figure. 4. "z-Factor" Card

To input a temperature value, press the 'Temperature (F)" button and a small
inputting screen pops up, waiting for the value to be entered, "on mouseUp, ask
the short name of me &
put it into card field ’V aluel', end mouseUp," (Figure.
6.). Typing "500" into the slot and pressing the "OK" button, the field next to the
"Temperature (F)" button shows the value "500" (Figure. 5.). Doing this for each
corresponding button of data, the values needed to calculate z-Factor are entered.
The "9 hydrocarbon mole fractions" button is a dummy button without a script
because the values must be entered through its respective scrolling text field.
The program will not be able to compute unless there are 9 decimal values
entered in the "9 hydrocarbon mole fractions" field.

Figure. 6. Value Input Screen
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Showing the Old Way of Doing Things: DeskPaint™ V3.2
The "old way of doing things" includes a calculator and a graph. While today, a
computer is sufficient, for it includes both the calculator, the graph, and
everything else needed to find answers. DeskPaint is an easy drawing
application that can read in scanned pictures, either black and white or color, and
be able to improve on that scanned material or draw its own. Graphs that would
have been used to calculate different petroleum properties are scanned and re
opened as PICT files into DeskPaint. These graph images have been increased or
reduced in size in order to maximize their readability once HyperCard launches
it.

Figure.7. Floating Palette

Figure. 8. z-Factor Graph

HyperCard has a special feature called the floating palette (Figure. 7.). This
palette "floats" from card to card, waiting for its usage. The floating palette can
either be closed or moved to avoid obstructing the view of the current card and
without disturbing the active card. Once the floating palette "Show Graph"
button is selected, and the background field "GraphName" is entered with a
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specific graph name, DeskPaint is launched, only displaying the graph itself
within a closeable and scrollable pop-up graphic window (Figure. 8.).
The Computational Engine: Mathcad V3.1
After every value is entered, the "Calculate" button is depressed. HyperCard
writes a file for each value, which Mathcad can read, and launches (opens) the
corresponding background field "MathCadFile" name with Mathcad V3.1. The
Mathcad file program reads the value entered in each value file, inputs them into
pre-defined equations or correlations, calculates a result, and writes back a result
value file which HyperCard can read to input into the "result_value" field
(Figure. 3.).
The unfortunate thing about this system is that Mathcad is non-scriptable.
M athcad actually cannot be controlled by an outside program, although
Mathematica can. So, the real challenge for this program was to create an
interactive system that originally was not designed to be, due to Mathcad's
inability to be scripted. HyperCard can open ju st about any Macintosh
application with HyperTalk including Mathcad, but unfortunately, that is just as
far as the control of HyperTalk gets. So, by creating a file system, HyperCard
opens the particular Mathcad program, writes values to a shared file with
Mathcad, which reads the values, and writes its own back to the file. The only
time the user needs to use a command outside of the application itself, is to select
the Finder icon to go back to HyperCard and see the result!
Mathcad's true beauty is that it works in a way that a student can pick up very
quickly because the equation editor is easy and intuitive [4]. Mathcad lets the
student concentrate on solving problems and finding the correct answer to
compare with a graph estimation. "The resulting equations look exactly as [one
would] expect to find in any physics or mathematics book," [5]. In fact, many of
the graphs are created with die same equations used within this application so
there are no differences in petroleum property limits and percent error for these
properties!
Taking a look at one of the z-Factor calculations, inputting equations is the same
as writing them down on a piece of paper (Figure. 9.). The Mathcad example
very simply shows how to generate a graph of one's own with the right equation.
This particular program automatically reads values, inputs them into equations,
and generates both the graph of a particular psuedocritical temperature (Tpr)
and the z-Factor at a specific pseudocritical pressure (Ppr)- During the life of a
producing well, the temperature and the psuedocritical temperature basically
remain the same as the pressure and pseudocritical pressure drop dramatically.
This particular graph can historically represent the life of this well, continuously
representing z-Factors, with respect to pressure, graphically and in numeric
form. A particular z-Factor graph for a particular well, this is the new way of
doing things.
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SUMMARY
Interactive Multimedia Applications for the Correlations of Petroleum Fluids Properties
has been implemented. Briefly, the necessary steps to perform the calculations
are: (i) enter values within HyperCard screen, (ii) depress the "Calculate" button
to open Mathcad, (iii) scroll down the Mathcad program until the user sees the
result, and (iv) use the "Finder" icon to go back to HyperCard to see the result, the
user may print out both the HyperCard screen and Mathcad program to keep or
to turn in with the rest of the work. Interactive Multimedia Applications for the
Correlations o f Petroleum Fluids Properties is an exemplary application program
that can only lead to greater things in education. "In the future, multimedia will
be a standard form of communication in education," [4]. Not forgetting about
industry, the petroleum industry is in need of such authoring programs that can
very simply teach and train a possible engineer a certain task, on site, while
performing the task. A program very similiar to Interactive M ultim edia
Applications for the Correlations of Petroleum Fluids Properties can help an engineer
make those tough decisions on site, as well. Interactive Multimedia Applications for
the Correlations of Petroleum Fluids Properties is a complete success!
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